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In Part I we introduced the concept of fractional Ceslro derivatives of random processes. We proved 
that they exist for self-affine functions at Lebesgue-a.a. points. In the present part we consider together 
with the random process a random measure and give conditions which ensure that the fractional Cesaro 
derivative exists at almost all points w.r.t. this random measure. Our conditions are satisfied by the 
measure associated with the maximal process of a self-affine process, so we deduce that the Cesaro 
derivative exists at almost all points of increase. 
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Introduction 
In Part I of this paper (Patzschke and Zahle, 1992) we investigated fractional 
derivatives of self-affine random processes from W’ into R9. Let U and V be linear 
contractions in W and Rq, respectively, with positive eigenvalues. Then, a measurable 
random process X from W’ into R9 is said to be (U, V)-self-affine, if it has stationary 
increments, i.e., X(t+ .) - X(t) g X for all t E R”, and is (U, V)-invariant, i.e., 
V-‘X( U( * )) 2 X. A main result of Part I stated, that the fractional derivative of X 
at t E R” in direction u E KY”, 
R 
Vmr(X(t+ U’v)-X(t)) dr, 
exists for (Lebesgue-) almost all t E W with probability 1. 
In this paper we investigate a more general situation. Our object is a pair (X, 5) 
of a random process X and a random measure 5. U. Zahle (1990) introduced the 
notion of stationary increments with respect to a random measure. So, X has 
stationary increments w.r.t. 5, if 5 is Palm distributed and the distribution of 
X( t + .) -X(t) does not depend on t E R” for &almost all t. In Section 1 we introduce 
this notion exactly and give some properties. 
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In Section 2 we treat the case (X, 5) is (U, V)-self-affine, i.e., X has stationary 
increments w.r.t. 5 and (V-‘X( U(. )), K.$( U( *))) g (X, 5) for some K > 0. Theorem 
1 states, that in this case the fractional derivative of X in direction ZIEIR” exists at 
&almost all t E UP almost surely. 
In Section 3 we develop the example of the maximum process associated with a 
self-affine process. The corresponding measure 5 is concentrated on the record 
instant set of the process X. 
1. Stationary increment processes with respect to a Palm distributed measure 
In this section we will extend the notion of stationary increments. Our objects are 
a random process X from [w” into lF8” and a random measure 5 on [wp not necessarily 
independent of X. We use the same notations as in Part I and in U. Zahle (1991). 
Let [R”, %“I be n-dimensional Euclidean space equipped with the Bore1 g-algebra 
and let 2” be n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. M(n) is the family of Radon 
measures on [Iw”, %“I and A(n) the corresponding u-algebra. By map(p, 9) we 
denote the space of functions from 65’ p into Iwy, by mble(p, q) the subspace of 
( Sp, %?Z)-measurable functions and by map( p, q) the Daniel-Kolmogorov-cT- 
algebra (!?4 y)aB”. 
We have groups (T,.,)c.~,,,,w~,.aR’l, (&)piIw~~ of measurable transformations of 
map(p, q), defined by 
(7-,,,f)(t)=f(t+s)-z, rER”, 
and 
&f= T5,fC.J 
respectively, and a group ( T,),Gnjz of measurable transformations on M(n) by 
(T,c$)(A)=4(A+t), AE~.“. 
For any measurablefE map( p, q) and C#J E M(p) we define the occupation measure 
v,,+ E M(p+q) by 
v,,(AxB)=qb{t~A:f(t)~B}. 
If 4 is concentrated on some set AE Sp, then v,,+ is concentrated on graph 
fn(AxW). 
We now turn to stochastic versions. Let [Q 9, P] be a basic probability space. 
Our primary object is a pair (X, 5) of a measurable random process X from R” into 
1w4 and a random measure 5 on Iw”. 
Definition (cf. U. Zahle, 1991, 7.1). A quasidistribution Q on [map(p, q) x 
M(p), mup(p, q) 0 Ju( p)] is said to be of stationary increments, if 
Qo(@,xT,)_‘=Q 
for all t E Rp. 
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A random process X from [w” into [WY has stationary increments with respect to a 
random measure 5 on lRp, if there exists a stationary increment quasidistribution Q, 
such that 
()<A,= rb(~‘YQ(d(f,4))<~ J 
and 
JJ 1 .(e,f; T,@M(dt)Q(d(.L 4)) I” 
hold (here I” denotes the p-dimensional unit cube). We write Px,< instead of Q and 
h; instead of ho. 
It is easy to see, that, if X has stationary increments w.r.t. 5, then X(0) = 0, 
P,,,-as., and 5 # 0-meas, PX,E- a.s. A random process X with stationary increments 
w.r.t. a random measure [ may be characterized by the following lemma (see U. 
Zahle, 1991, 7.4). 
Lemma 1. X has stationary increments w.r. t. 5, if and only iJ P([ = 0 - meas) = 0 and 
foranymeasurableh:map(p,q)~M(p)~R”+R+, 
II 
h(U T,@, -t)4(dt)Px,,(d(L 4)) = JJ h(.L 4, t)dddt)f’x,<(W $1) 
holds. q 
For a quasidistribution Q on map( p, q) x M(p) we define the pow Ho by 
&J(Y) = JJ ~Y(To,,.S, 4Pf'(d~)QCd(f  4)), YE map(p, q)OA(p). 
If Q= Px,t we write Hx,< instead of HF~,~. 
The flow HQ is stationary, i.e., H, 0 ( T,,,x T,-’ = H,, if and only if, Q is of 
stattonary Increments, and Hx,< is stationary, if and only if, X has stationary 
increments w.r.t. 6. If X is measurable, then vx,< is measurable, and Px,< may be 
characterized as the Palm distribution of H,,,. 
Lemma 2. If X is measurable and has stationary increments w.r.t. 5, then 
PxE=x~‘~~+~(c)--l JJ l,.,(Tyrf; ,+)q,,(d(s, z))Hx,,(W 4))c 
holdsforarbitrary CE~.~@%~ with O<_Y”‘+“(C)<W. 
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Proof. We choose C = C, x Cz with O< Y’( C,)Y’( C,) <co. By definition of u/.4 
and of Hx,5 the right-hand side of the assertion equals 
h;‘dip”(C,)-‘Y( CJ’ JJ lc,X~2(~,f(~))l(.)(e.~f, WM(ds)Hx,,(d(f, 4)) = A,‘BP( c,)-‘LP( c*)-’
X JJJ lc,xc.&s, f(s)+~)h.,(f4f, T,~)~(ds)6PY(dy)~~,~(d(f, 4)) = A,Y( c,)-‘P( cz)-’ 
X JJ k,(41&4_t T, ) lcz(f(s)+y)~q(dy)~(ds)Px.s(d(f; 4)) J 
= h;‘Lc?y C,)_’JJ 1c-,(~)4.dhL Td+#4W&,(4f, 4)) 
= &,,. 0 
Remark. In Part I we considered the case of random processes X with stationary 
increments. This can be regarded as a special case of the current structure, for we 
can take 6 = Yp a.s., or 5 = rx, the local time measure of X at level zero (if it exists), 
respectively. 
2. Self-affinity of stationary increment processes 
Let U, V be linear nonsingular contracting operators acting on Iw” and R9, respec- 
tively, with strictly positive eigenvalues. 
The pair (X, 5) is called ( U, V, K)-.SelfUfJine, if 
(i) (VXU_‘, Kt o UP’) g (X, 0, 
(ii) X has stationary increments w.r.t. 5, 
(iii) X Z const., a.s. 
For any f E mble( p, q) the mean ( U, V)-fractional derivative of f at t E Rp in 
direction v E [w” is defined by 
d,,f(t)v= lim 1 R 
R-oc R J V-‘(f(t+ U’v)-f(t)) dr, ” 
if this limit exists (cf. Part I). 
As in Part I we define S,, : map( p, q) -+ map( p, q) by 
S”,“f = V_‘f(U(.)) 
and denote the pullback of the u-algebra of S ,,,invariant sets from map( p, q) 
under X by 9a,,. 9b,, is the corresponding u-algebra if X is replaced by 0,X. 
Analogously to Part I we get the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let (X, 5) be (U, V, K)-self-afine, and u E R”. Zf 
E 
i 
; IV-‘X(U’v)I dr<oo, 
then for [-a.a. t E W’ there exists the fractional derivative of X in direction v and equals 
[I 
1 
d,,X(t)v = IE V-‘(X(r+ U’v)-X(1)) dr .9L,” , 0 I 1 
with probability 1. 
Moreover, if (X, 5) is (U’, V’, K’)-self-a#inefor all r>O, and if E(X(v)lt~ for 
u E R”, then the equality 
d,,X(r)o=E[X(t+v)-X(t)1~~Y:,,,,~] 
holds for .$-an. t E W’ with probability 1. 
Proof. If (X, 6) is (U, V, K)-self-affine, then X is (U, V)-invariant. From Theorem 
1 of Part I we know 
[i 
1 
d,,X(O)v = E V-‘(X( U’v)) dr 9”,” , 
0 I 1 
with probability 1. 
Let Do be the set of those f~ map( p, q) for which d,,f(O)v exists and equals 
the above expression. We have P,,,(DE x M(p)) = 0. Let C E Sp be arbitrary with 
O<Y(C) (00. Then we have 
o= JJ 1&-)4(ds)Px,,(d(f, 4 ) C‘ 
= JJ lc(S)ln;,(f)~(ds)P,.z(d(f; 4)). 
By Lemma 1 we get 
o= JJ lc-(S)lD;;(f)~(ds)Px,~(d(~ 4 ) 
= JJ lc(-S)lD~(e,f)~(dt)P,,,(d(f, 4) . 
Because C is arbitrary and d,.(B,X)(O)v= d,,X(t)v we have the desired 
assertion. 0 
3. Extremal processes 
In this section we consider an example of a process from R into lK! having stationary 
increments with respect to a random measure. This example was first introduced 
by U. Zghle (1991). 
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Instead of a process X we consider its 
M(f) = sup{X(s): s s t}, 
extremal process A4 : R + R defined by 
together with a natural measure 5 concentrated on the set 
z={tE[W: X(t)=M(t)}. 
More exactly, let X, : [0, ~0) -+ R be a random process, right-continuous, with left 
limits. Define the process M,: [0, ~0) + R by 
M+(t)=sup{X+(s):0~s~t}, 
and the measure &+ on [0, ~0) by 
(+((a, bl) = M+(b) - M+(a). 
(Remark, that, if X, is right-continuous with left limits, then M, is so and this 
definition is correct.) 
Our aim is to show that under certain conditions the fractional derivatives of M, 
at [+-a.a. t E [0, co) exist a.s. To do this we extend M, to the whole line. For y > 0 
let $(X+) = inf{ t: X+(t) 3 y}. With this notion we have the implications, if 8.,.(X+) s 
c then M+(c) 2 y, and, if $(X+) > c then M+(c) c y. So we can deduce 
.$+((a, bl) = M+(b) - M+(a) 
=%Y: M+(a)<y<M+(b)) 
~6p{y: a<aYSb} 
sZ’{y: M+(u)sys M+(b)} 
= M+(b) - M+(u) 
= [+((a, bl). 
This proves the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let X, : [0, 00) + R be a random right-continuous process with left limits. 
Then for all measurable functions f: [O,OO) + R, 
I 
f(t)+?+(dr) = 
I 
f(%(X+)) dy 
holds. 0 
Lemma 4 (cf. U. Zahle, 1991). Let X,: [0, a)+ R be a random right-continuous 
process with left limits satisfying 
(i) X, is D-self-similar, i.e., r”X+(r’ *) g X+ for all r>O, and 
(ii) there is a y>O such that $.(X+)<~ U.S., and f3s,~x+,(X+)~X+. 
Then there exists an (r id, r” id, r”)-self-afine pair (X, 5) on R being an extension 
of (X+, 5+), i.e., (XILO,ccjr 55. n LO, ~1)) g (X+, 5+). 
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is constructive and follows that of U. Z5hle (1991) 
for the continuous case. 
1. Extension. (i) implies (ii) to hold for any y> 0. Assume, that P(8n(X+) s c 
for all n EN) = p > 0. Because of the self-similarity we get for all m EN, 
p=P(6,(X+)=Sc for all nEN) 
= P(6,(mDX+(l/m.))Gc for all n EN) 
= P(6,,,,, 11(x+) 5 c/m for all n EN). 
Hence, P( 8, (X,) = 0 for all n E N) = p > 0, which contradicts the right-continuity 
of X,. Therefore, 8,.(X+) + 00 as y + cc a.s. 
Define the process 
j‘X( 1) = 
1 
X+(t+ $4X+))-X+(6,.(X+)), if t> -%(X+), 
-X+($(X+)), otherwise. 
Then, for 0 < y < z one can easily prove that 
(vX(t)),,-,,,x+, QwfLLY~cX+~ 
Hence, the distributions of “X converge weakly as y+a. The random process 
distributed according to this limit distribution is the desired X. Define the corres- 
ponding extremal process M :lR+R by 
M(t) = sup{X(s): Sd t}. 
Then the random measure 5 on R with 
(((a, 61) = M(b) -M(a) 
is the desired .$. 
2. Check of (r”X(l/r.), r”c(l/r.))g(X, 5). By assumption we have 
r”?‘X(l/r.) = r”(X+(l/r.+ a,,(x+))-x+(~~(x+))) 
= r”‘X+(l/r[.+r8y(X+)])-r’3X+(Ov(X+)) 
= r”X+(l/r[ .+6,l~~(r”X+(l/r.))]) 
-r”X+(1/r6,y,(rr’X+(l/r~))) 
e X+( * + -9,f~,.(X+)> -X+( S,fJ,.(X+)) 
Hence, 
(r[‘X(l/r.), PM(l/r.)) = (r”X(l/r.), r” sup{X(s): sC l/r*}) 
=(r”X(l/r.),sup{r”X(s/r): ss.}) 
g (X, M). 
3. X has stationary increments w.r.t. 5. To prove this we use Lemma 1. (ii) implies 
(0,9,xX, T,,,[) 4 (X, 5). Let h : map( p, q) x M(p) x W’ + R, be measurable. Then 
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we get 
But, we have, because of the right-continuity of X, 
fiJJ(%(X) X)=inf{tER: X(~+I?,,(X))-X(~.~(X))~-~} 
=inf{tER: X(~+I?,(X))SX(~~(X))-~} 
Zinf{tER: (t+8~V(X))~O} 
= -%.(X)3 
and 6_,,(6B,Cx)X) Z -8y(X) only in the case X(aY(X)) >y, which again is 
equivalent to [({a,,(X)}) > 0. Thus we obtain 
p(6P,(eB,Cx) X) f -$(X)) G P(X(8JX)) > Y) 
= ~(‘$({~JWl) 3 0). 
By construction of X the last expression is constant for all y E R. We choose y = 0 
and get 6,X = 0 as. By definition of 5 we have 
5(O) = M(0) -hJu M(-r) = +$l A4(-1). 
Let c > 0 and r > 0 be arbitrary. 
p(1({0})>c)=P(-l~~~M(-~)>c) 
=P(-l~hp4-~)>c) 
= P 4,rc- M(-t) >s ( > 
= Pad). 
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Since 5 is finite as. and r is arbitrary we get 
P(5({0)) > 0) = 0, 
and, hence, 
P(&(&,(X, X) # -q.(X)) 4 P(l$({O}) > 0) = 0. 
Therefore, we can continue 
=E h(RX, T,&, -tMdr), 
J 
which completes the proof. 0 
Combining Lemma 4 with Theorem 1 we infer the following. 
Theorem 2. Let X, : [0, CO) + R be a random right-continuous process with left limits 
satisfying (i) and (ii) from Lemma 4 and let M, : [0, 00) + R be the extremal process 
of X+, and [+ be the corresponding measure on [0, CO). Zf EM(l) <CO, then the 
fractional derivative of M, 
d,M(t) = irn+ 
- J 
R 
erD(M(t+e-‘)- M(t)) dr, 
0
exists at &+-a.a. t E [0, co) a.s. 0 
(Here by dDM( t) we mean d,\,., M(t)1 with LJ,(x)=sx, V,(y)=sDy, O<s<l. 
This definition is independent of s.) 
4. Extremal processes of L&y processes 
In this section we will show, that the class of processes satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 2 is not empty. 
Let X : [0, ~0) + R be a strictly c-u-stable L6vy process with 1 < LY s 2 (in case (Y = 2 
it is Brownian motion). That means, X has stationary independent increments and 
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is continuous in probability, and the finite dimensional distributions are strictly 
a-stable. It is well-known, that X has a unique modification being right continuous 
and having left limits (see, for instance, Protter, 1990, Theorem 1.30). Also, for each 
stopping time T, 0,X is a Levy process with the same distribution as X. Any strictly 
a-stable Levy process is (l/a)-self-similar, i.e., r”“X(r-’ .) g X for all r> 0. 
For a > 0 let map”(p, q) be the g-algebra on map([O, co), R) generated by the 
increments of the functions outside the interval [0, a). As usual, Px is said to be 
uniformly (0,)mixing if for any A E map( p, q), 
~_-_Bc~~~~~i”olPx(AnR)-P,(R)l=O. lim 
Because of the independence of the increments of the Levy process we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Any strictly a-stable Levy process is uniformly (0,)~mixing. 0 
Theorem 3. Let X be a strictly o-stable Levy process with 1 < CY G 2, M be its extremal 
process, and 5 be the corresponding measure. Then the fractional derivative of M, 
R 
e”-(M(t+e-‘)- M(t)) dr, 
exists at [-a.a. t E 133 a.s. and equals EM( 1). 
Remark. In case X is Brownian motion we obtain 
d,,,M(t)=m. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For the existence of the fractional derivative we have to show 
that the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied (steps 1 to 3). We assume that X is 
non-degenerate. 
1. The (l/a)-self-similarity of X follows by the strictly a-stability and the right- 
continuity. 
2. Let y > 0 and p = P($(X) = 00). By the (l/a)-self-similarity we have 
P( 6;(X) = co) = p for all z > 0. Let A be the set of all upper bounded functions on 
[0, co). A is invariant under 0, for all t 2 0. Because of the mixing property P(A) = 0 
or P(A) = 1 holds. 
P(A) = P(3y > 0: X(t) <y Vt E [0, a)) 
= P(3y > 0: 8!(X) = co) 
=;\2 P(8Y(x)=co) 
= P(lYJX) = co). 
But P(A) = 1, scaling and symmetry yield P(X = 0) = 1, which we excluded. There- 
fore, for all y > 0, 6,,(X) < c13 a.s. 
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The independence of the distribution of I~,~,~~,X of y is well-known for Levy 
processes (see, e.g., Protter, 1990, Theorem 1.32). 
3. For strictly a-stable random variables there exist all moments of order p < LY 
(see, e.g., Feller, 1966, Lemma 17.5.2). Therefore, there is a p > 1, p < CY, with 
EIX(l)(P <a. 
Let N > 0 be an integer. Define 
&=X(;)-X(9), IsiGN. 
Then, the .$, are independent and identically distributed with Et, = 0, i = 1,. . . , N. 
Let c > 0, 1 < p < LY. Set 
and 
A,={Ix(~)I>$(x(~)I~~ ,..., Ix(~)~~c}, i=l,..., N, 
$;=c{X($): I-jai], i=l,..., N. 
Then we obtain by Jensen’s inequality 
E(X(l)(“~E(X(l)(~l. 
2 ,f, ~l.,lX(ilN)Ip 
= &El, 
= cpP( A) 
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Because of the right-continuity of X we therefore have 
and, hence, 
EM(l)<oo. 
4. In Part I we showed (cf. Proposition 4) that any uniformly (8,)-mixing (l/a)- 
self-similar measurable random function X is ergodic with respect to the flow 
(S”‘,“’ )_ By definition, M is also ergodic with respect to (S,,,,r). Hence, the fractional 
derivative of M, d,,,M(O), is constant and equals EM(l). Analogously to Theorem 
1 we get d,,,M(t) = EM( 1) for [-a.a. t 2 0, which completes the proof. 0 
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